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Brauer [I] has asked whether a finite group G is determined by its character 
table, together with the knowledge of which classes of G are nth powers 
of which other classes (for all integers n). The answer is no, even for p-groups. 
IVe shall prove: 
THEOREM. For any prime p > 5, there are two groups of exponent p and 
order p7 whose character tables are isomorphic, but whose Lie rings (fey their 
descending central series) aye not isomorphic. A fortiori, the groups aye not 
isomorphic. 
If p 1 n, then the identity class is the nth power of every class. If p + n, 
then taking nth powers of classes is dual to taking conjugates of characters, 
which are determined by the character table. So our groups answer Brauer’s 
question. 
We begin by constructing the Lie algebras of our groups. These algebras 
depend upon a matrix A. In Lemma 1, we show that isomorphism of these 
algebras depends upon projective equivalence of the matrix A. Then we 
construct the groups. In Lemma 2, we show that all groups corresponding 
to nonsingular A have the same character tables. Finally we need only 
produce two nonsingular matrices A which are not projectively equivalent. 
Let L be the free nilpotent Lie algebra of class 3 on three generators 
111 > u2 7 ua over a finite field k. Then L = L1 @ L2 @ L3 is a direct sum of its 
subspaces Li spanned by the commutators of weight i = 1, 2, 3 in the U’S. 
Of course, L1 has ur , ua , u3 as a basis. For L2, we take the basis: 
Ul = [Ua , %I, % = [u3 3 %I, u3 = kl > %I. 
Then L3 is spanned by the nine elements [ui , u,], i, j = 1,2, 3. The Jacobi 
identity for ui , up , u3 is: 
[Ul ,%I + [%? 7n21 + [u3 9 031 = 0. (1) 
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By \Vitt’s formula [2] the dimension of L” is (33 3):3 -: 8. Hence: 
Equation (I) is the only relation amonCy the [ui , v,] in L:‘. (2) 
Let =1 = (a,,) be any nonzero 3 x 3 matrix with entries in k such that 
tr .4 = 0. By (2), the linear functional: 
AA : C rij[ui , vj] -C r,,p,, , 
i.i 7-j 
for rij E k 
is well-defined on L”. Let HA be the kernel of this linear functional. Then 
0 3 0 0 HA is an ideal in L. Let L, be the quotient Lie algebra: 
L, =L’:SL‘?.@L3,, 
where L: = L3/H, . The dimension of L, is clearly 7. 
LEMMA 1. The graded Lie algebra L, is determined to within isomorphism 
by the projective equivalence class of the matrix A, and vice versa. 
Proof. Since the Lie product is alternating, we may identify Li! uniquel! 
with the space LYL’ in the Grassman algebra of L1 in such a way that 
[x, y] corresponds to x, y for all x, y E L1. Let E be any basis element for 
the space LYLYL’. Define the linear transformation S of L1 into the dual 
space L 2* of L” by: 
xAy = S(y) . I, for all x E I,‘, y EL” = LLL’. (4) 
The linear transformation S is clearlv determined to within a scalar 
multiple by L, (or just L!). If we choose 1 = 2~~~ uzn u3 , then: 
Sui _ zCf for i = 1,2,3 (5) 
where 7$, u;L, z$ is the dual basis to v1 , vr ) z-3 . 
Suppose L, = L’ ‘3 L2 3 Li is given. Choose a basis element 1’ for L; . 
Define the linear transformation TA of L1 into Lz* by: 
[s, y] = T,Ax(y) . 1’ EL:; fOl s EL’, y EL”. (6) 
Again, the linear transformation TA is determined to within a scalar multiple 
by L, . 
If a,.i + 0, and 1’ = a;’ . [LQ , vj] t L; , then, for any g, 1~ = 1, 2, 3: 
So (6) implies: 
T,u, == c us,rv; , for y = I, 2,3. 
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The linear transformation R, = S-lT, : L’ +L’ is determined to within 
scalar multiple by L, . By (5) and (7), Its matrix with respect to the basis 
Ul T u2 , ua is a scalar multiple of A. Its matrix with respect to any other basis 
would therefore be equivalent to a scalar multiple of .4, i.e., projectively 
equivalent to -4. So L, determines the projective equivalence class of d. 
Clearly any isomorphic graded Lie algebra would determine the same 
projective equivalence class. 
Let B be another nonzero 3 x 3 matrix with entries in k and trace zero. 
s uppose B is projectively equivalent to A. Then we may choose a basis 
I I 
u1 1 u2 , U: for LI and an appropriate transformation R, whose matrix with 
respect to this basis is A-1. Let a1 be the linear transformation of L1 onto L1 
sending u; onto ui for i = 1, 2, 3. The extension of u1 to an isomorphism of 
Grassman algebras defines a linear transformation u2 of L” = LIL1 onto h 
Ls such that 
cqx, y] = [&c, dy], for all x,y ELI. (8) 
Since the transformation S is independent of A, the identity ulRB = R,d 
implies TB = uz*T,pl, where CT')* is the dual map to u? and an appropriate 
choice of TB (from among scalar multiples) is made. Let 1’ EL: satisfy (6), 
and let 1” E Li satisfy the corresponding equation for T, . Map Li onto L: 
by u3 so that ~~1” = I’. Then for x ELM, y gL2: 
[dx, u2y] = T,u1x(u2y) - I’ 
= u2*TAu’x(y) - u3Z“ 
= T&y) - 0~1” 
= u3[x, YI, (9) 
where the first Lie product is in L, and the second is in L, . 
By (8) and (9), the map u = d @ 2 9 u3 is an isomorphism ofL, onto L, . 
So the projective equivalence class of A determines L, to within isomorphism. 
Let p be a rational prime > 5. Let G be the free nilpotent group of class 3 
and exponent p on three generators. Then the Lie algebra 
(WV, GI) 0 ([G, GIG, G, GI) CC [G, G, Gl 
is isomorphic to our free Lie algebra L over k = Z, . (This follows easily 
from P. Hall’s formula [j] and the fact that the free nilpotent group on Y 
generators has the free Lie ring on Y generators as its Lie ring.) We identify 
these two algebras. Then each of our subspaces HA of L3 becomes a subgroup 
of [G, G, G] = L3. Since [G, G, G] z center of G, this subgroup is normal. 
Let G, be the quotient group G/H, . Then G, is nilpotent of class 3 having 
L, as its Lie algebra (for the descending central series), 
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LEMMA 2. If det A f 0, and 4 is an irreducible character of G, then either: 
(a) 4(g) = h(s[GA I G, , G,J,.b alla c c;,, and some irreducible character 
& of GA;[G~ , G, , GA] ry G/[G, G, G], or 
(b) #(g) = PKd tf <T t LG, , G, > GA1 
=o ;f c~ 4[G, > G, 7 G/J 
fey some linear character X # 1 of [G, , G, , CJ1,4]. 
Proof. If 4 is trivial on [G, , G, , G,J := L: , it is given by (a). Any 
other # must appear in an induced character h*, where h # 1 is a linear 
character of L”, . The subgroup [G, , G,J is abelian. Let p be an extension 
of h to a linear character of [G, , GA]. \Ve claim: 
If the conjugate character tug equals p, 
.foT some g E G, , then g E [G, , G,]. (10) 
Otherwise g . [G, , GA] = u # 0 in Li. Since il is nonsingular, it is 
clear from (3), that some element z’ EL:! satisfies [u, v] # 0 in L; . 
If g’ E [G, , G,] is chosen so that g’[G, , G, , GA] = V, then [g, g’] = 
[u, ZI] # 0 in Li = [G, , G, , GA]. 
By construction, Li is a group of order p. So X([g, g’]) # 1. Hence: 
Y”k’) = /4&P) = cL(k, ifI . s’) - a, dl) P(d) f Pk’)* 
Therefore: pq # CL. 
Statement (10) clearly implies that the induced character CL* is irreducible 
of degree p3. It appears in X*. So h* = p3p* + ..* . But h* has degree p6. So 
/\* =p3p*. Therefore 4 = CL* is described by (b). 
Our theorem is now trivial. There certainly exist two 3 x 3 matrices A, B 
over Z, , with zero traces and nonzero determinants, which are not projec- 
tively equivalent (e.g., let 4 be the companion matrix to the polynomial 
X3 -- 1, and B the companion matrix to (,Y + 2) (X - 1)2). By Lemma 1 the 
groups G, , GB have nonisomorphic Lie algebras L, , L, . They have 
exponent p, since G does, and order p7, since dim L, = dim L, = 7. By 
lemma 2, their character tables are isomorphic. 
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